1. All longitudinal lines to be installed using water borne paint as per main roads specification 46A including glass beads to provide retro reflectivity.
2. All pavement markings to be long life thermoplastic or cold applied plastic with glass beads for retroreflectivity. Long life thermoplastic will be in accordance with MWA specification 46A. Two part cold applied plastic will be as per the principal's method specification for the installation of 46B.7 Pavement Markings for school zones document & conforms with 2-300mm sized fused alumina or calcined bauxite aggregate for skid resistance.
3. Unbroken and broken separation lines 80mm wide edge lines if used to be done wide.
4. For details of pavement marking symbols refer to AS1249, Fig. 3.1.
5. Maximum spacing for pavement marking symbols is 500m.
6. For typical pavement markings symbols and signs at intersections see 200531-8009.

**Shared Path Pavement Marking (Ref Note 4)**
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